Mahāyāna Myths and Stories
Extracts from Sangharakshita Complete Works Volume 16

What is a Mahāyāna Sūtra?
Broadly speaking[…] a Mahāyāna sūtra is a canonical text in which the Buddha is
represented as teaching, directly or indirectly, the bodhisattva ideal, the ideal of
supreme perfect Enlightenment for the benefit of all living beings. There are hundreds,
perhaps thousands, of Mahāyāna sūtras in existence: the Perfection of Wisdom sūtras,
which include the well-known Diamond Sūtra and Heart Sūtra, the White Lotus Sūtra,
the Sūtra of Golden Light, [the Vimalakīrti-nirdeśa] and many others. […]
The Buddhist scriptures – as we call them in English – do not, like the Bible, constitute
some infallible revelation from God. They are a record of the life and teaching of a
supremely and perfectly Enlightened human being, a human being who was the living
embodiment of absolute Wisdom and infinite Compassion. None the less, some
people probably do read a sūtra as though it were Holy Writ, and feel that they have no
choice but to accept whatever the Buddha says in it, whether they like it or not; and
such a projection of authority may create in them some resistance to the sūtra’s
message.
But[…] we can read it, in fact, more or less as we would read any other work of the
imagination – a novel, a poem, or a short story. If we can read Buddhist texts as
literature rather than dogma, as poetry rather than scientific fact or philosophical
truth, we may perhaps be more open to their spiritual message. We may even allow
ourselves to be captivated – at least a little – by their atmosphere and their magic.
(Conversely – this is just a thought – we might try reading works of imagination as
though they were sūtras, and in this way open ourselves to their real spiritual content.
Such a thought suggests a more profound conception of the imagination than we
usually have.)
What I am getting at is that sūtras can be approached as sources of inspiration and
enjoyment, not as texts that you have to slog your way through because you happen
to be a Buddhist. You may have to put in some additional study and reflection – it
may take some time and many readings to understand a sūtra deeply and really
appreciate it – but some phrases or images may affect you quite powerfully straight
away. It is true that we may well feel more at home with Western literature. Most of it
is easier to read because it has been written by unenlightened people like ourselves –
with all sorts of little glimmers of insight here and there – and it deals generally with
ordinary human predicaments with which we can easily identify. But human frailty is
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not the only possible subject for literature; it is certainly not always the most inspiring
and uplifting one. We can also read literature which takes us away from our ordinary
human life and its frailties. And this is what the Mahāyāna sūtras are all about – to
take us away from the ordinary, to give us a taste of the magical.
from Mahāyāna Myths and Stories pp.442–4

Transcendental Science Fiction
But although these words, ‘Thus have I heard’, have a literal, historical significance,
they also suggest something more esoteric. In reality, the Buddha is not outside us.
The Buddha nature is not outside us, but within us – ‘This very body the Buddha’, as
the Zen tradition has it. And we could say that there’s not just an Ānanda outside, in
the realm of history; there’s also an Ānanda inside us. And just as the historical
Ānanda listened to the Buddha, so the Ānanda inside us hears the voice of truth
within. Ānanda, we could say, is our own ordinary mind listening to the utterance of
our own Enlightened consciousness. It’s as though within us we have two
consciousnesses, a lower one and a higher one. The lower consciousness usually
ignores the higher one and goes its own way, or maybe doesn’t even know that the
higher one exists. But if that lower consciousness just stops and listens for a while, if it
is receptive, it becomes aware of the voice of the higher consciousness. Like Ānanda
listening to the voice of the Buddha, our ordinary mind can be receptive to the higher
mind, the Enlightened mind, within us. Taking this line of thought a bit further, we
can say that the whole drama of cosmic Enlightenment takes place not only without,
on the stage of the cosmos, but also within, in the recesses of our own heart.
Although the opening words of the sūtra may be very familiar, once we are past them
we find ourselves in a very unfamiliar world indeed. The world of the Mahāyāna sūtra
is almost the kind of thing you find in science fiction, on a more spiritual,
transcendental level. So before we delve into the parables, myths, and symbols of the
sūtra, we need an introduction to this strange world. You probably won’t make much
sense of it, and I’m afraid I’m not going to offer much help. I’m just going to relate
some of the events described in the sūtra and leave them to make their own effect,
however strange, however bizarre, however do, don’t think. Don’t try to work it all
out. Don’t ask yourself what it all means. Just let your mind stop ticking and take it all
in. If you want to set your intellect to work on it, you can do that later on. For the
moment, just absorb the content of the sūtra as though you were watching a film in the
darkness. This is something transcendentally surrealistic, and you really haven’t a
hope of working it all out, so just let your rational mind go to sleep for a while and
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allow the pictures to have their effect. – And don’t be afraid of allowing yourself to
feel.
The sūtra opens on the Vulture’s Peak. In geographical terms, the Vulture’s Peak is an
enormous rocky crag where the Buddha used to stay when he wanted to get away
from it all. From there he could see for many miles around. In those days he would
have been able to see, far in the distance, the tens of thousands of roofs of Rājagṛha,
the capital city of Magadha, which was one of the great kingdoms of northern India at
that time. But there are no roofs there now. You can still visit the Vulture’s Peak, and it
still commands a magnificent view, but there is no city any more. All you can see is
dense leopard-inhabited jungle, and here and there a few ancient Buddhist, Jain, and
even prehistoric Cyclopean ruins.41
Symbolically speaking, the Vulture’s Peak represents the summit of earthly existence.
Go beyond it, and you’re in the world of the transcendental, the world of the purely
spiritual. So when the sūtra describes the Buddha as seated on the Vulture’s Peak, it is
placing him halfway between heaven and earth. And he is surrounded there by tens of
thousands of disciples of various kinds. We are told that there are twelve thousand
arhants, those who have reached Nirvāṇa in the Hīnayāna sense of the destruction of
passions, without positive knowledge and illumination. Then there are eighty
thousand bodhisattvas, and also tens of thousands of gods and other non-human
beings with their retinues.
And we are told that the Buddha delivers to this huge assembly a great discourse on
infinity, a very popular Buddhist topic. He speaks eloquently for a long time, and
everybody is deeply moved. Indeed, the effect of the Buddha’s teaching is such that
beautiful owers of many colours start raining down from the heavens, and the whole
universe shakes and trembles in six different ways. Then, having finished his
discourse, the Buddha enters into deep meditation; and while he is meditating, there
comes forth from a spot between his eyebrows a brilliant ray of around the universe so
that it is possible to see hundreds of millions of miles into the depths of space. In that
intense light innumerable world systems are discovered in all the directions of space.
And in every world system can be seen much the same thing as is going on in this one:
a Buddha preaching, surrounded by disciples, and bodhisattvas practising the six
great disciplines.
from Mahāyāna Myths and Stories pp.37–40

The Parable of the Drunkard and the Jewel
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Having given this glowing account of the world as it will be when Pūrṇa becomes a
Buddha, the Buddha Śākyamuni proceeds to predict to Perfect Buddhahood five
hundred other disciples. Delighted, naturally enough, by the prediction, these five
hundred disciples say that they feel as though they have suddenly gained possession
of something wonderful, and they tell a story – the parable of the drunkard and the
jewel:
World-honored One! It is as if some man goes to an intimate friend’s house, gets
drunk, and falls asleep. Meanwhile his friend, having to go forth on official duty,
ties a priceless jewel within his garment as a present, and departs. The man,
being drunk and asleep, knows nothing of it. On arising he travels onward till
he reaches some other country, where for food and clothing he expends much
labor and effort, and is content even if he can obtain but little. Later, his friend
happens to meet him and speaks thus: ‘Tut! Sir, how is it you have come to this
for the sake of food and clothing? Wishing you to be in comfort and able to
satisfy all your five senses, I formerly in such a year and month and on such a
day tied a priceless jewel within your garment. Now as of old it is present there
and you in ignorance are slaving and worrying to keep yourself alive. How very
stupid! Go you now and exchange that jewel for what you need and do whatever
you will, free from all poverty and shortage.’ […]
In our sleepy, drunken state we don’t really know who we are, or what we are; we
don’t know our own true nature. We think – we dream – that we are poor, limited,
contingent, conditioned, and consequently we suffer. But in truth, like the man in the
parable, we have the priceless jewel in our possession all the time; all we need to do is
wake up to that fact. […]
To put it briefly and broadly, the jewel signifies our own true nature, what we really
are. To be a little rash, we could even say that it symbolizes the true self – if we use the
word in the Jungian rather than the Vedantic sense. This jewel, this true self, this true
nature of ours, is hidden, concealed. In the parable it is concealed in the man’s
clothing, but in the case of most of us it would probably be more accurate to say that
it’s covered in mud. But whether the layers are of clothing or of mud, this kind of
symbolism suggests that we don’t exist just on one level, but on a number of levels,
some superficial, others deeper. And the jewel represents the deepest level of all, the
bedrock of our being. Or, to reverse the terminology, it represents a level above
individuality in the ordinary sense of the term, a level which is even outside time
altogether.
Finding the jewel means coming into contact with the deepest level of our own being,
and this suggests that most of the time, in fact all the time, we are not in contact with
that deepest level of ourselves. Not only are we out of contact with it; we don’t even
know that it exists. We live merely from the surface of our being, not from the depths.
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But when we find the jewel we come into contact with that deepest layer of ourselves,
that level which exists outside time. And this doesn’t mean just touching that layer
and then breaking off again, but establishing permanent contact with it and living out
of the depths of that experience.
The parable describes the jewel as priceless, and this is exactly what it is. The word has
to be taken quite literally, with the full force of its meaning behind it. This means that
contact with the true self, contact with the bedrock of one’s own being, is absolutely
the most important thing in one’s life. Money isn’t the most important. Success isn’t
the most important. Popularity isn’t the most important. Knowledge isn’t the most
important. Culture isn’t the most important. Religion isn’t the most important.
Meditation isn’t the most important. ‘What is a man profited if he shall gain the whole
world, and lose his own soul?’ The most important thing in life, the most precious
thing in the whole world, is contact with one’s own true self, between the surface of
one’s being and its depths. This is more precious than the whole world – and by world
is meant here not other people, but one’s own material and intellectual possessions.
This is the priceless jewel, not to be sacrificed for anything whatsoever, otherwise one
will have had the worst of the bargain.
But why is it the jewel that symbolizes the true self? The most obvious reason is that
the jewel is the most precious of all material things, so that it is a worthy symbol of the
true self, which is infinitely precious. Then, the jewel is bright, shining, brilliant; and
the true self is like this too, although its brilliance is of a completely different kind, for
it comes from within rather than being reflected from without. The true self, one’s
own true being, is self-luminous, conscious, aware. In fact, even to say that it is
conscious is not correct, because it does not possess consciousness as a quality,
something which is as it were stuck on from outside and able to be removed. In its
very nature our own true being is pure transparent consciousness, with no distinction
between subject and object.
Another quality which makes the jewel a fitting symbol for the true self is that it
cannot be made dirty. It may lie hidden in dust and dirt for ages upon ages, but when
the dirt is removed the jewel shines and sparkles as clean and bright as ever. In the
same way, our own true nature is essentially pure. It may be hidden for the greater
part of our lives by passions of various kinds – ignorance, anger, bigotry, and so on –
but once those defilements are removed, it shines forth in all its original splendour. In
truth it has not been defiled at all.
from Mahāyāna Myths and Stories pp.169–174

The Negative Way and the Affirmative Way of approaching the Buddha
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The Buddha is the one who has reached or realized the Unconditioned, and just as the
Unconditioned is not really accessible to thought and cannot be fully expressed, so it is
with the Buddha. The Buddha’s virtues are immeasurable, inexpressible. There are
two ways of trying to get this across. You can either just make the statement ‘The
Buddha’s virtues cannot be expressed,’ or you can exhaust your powers of expression
trying to describe them… The second method probably gives a better impression of
the inexhaustibility of the Buddha’s virtues than the bare logical statement.
In many spiritual traditions there are said to be two main avenues of approach to
reality: the negative way and the affirmative way. The negative way consists in
denying of the Unconditioned everything that is conditioned. You say of the
Unconditioned, ‘It isn’t this, it isn’t that. It is nothing to do with space, and nothing to
do with time. There is no beginning and no end. It is neither light nor darkness,
neither good nor evil, neither existence nor non-existence. It’s beyond all that.’ But the
affirmative way consists in saying that the Unconditioned is light – not any ordinary
light, but the absolute light, the brightest light, the purest light, the greatest light. Or it
says that the Unconditioned is beautiful, but not any ordinary beauty, not any worldly
beauty. It is far more beautiful than even the most beautiful thing that we see and
experience. It is beauty itself, beauty sans pareil.
Both of these, of course, are just ways of seeing things. Strictly speaking we can’t think
of reality at all, but for practical purposes we have to think about it, and basically there
are only these two ways in which we can think about it: either by negating with regard
to the Unconditioned everything that is conditioned, or by thinking of the
Unconditioned in terms of the conditioned at its very height, at its very best, beyond
what we ever actually experience within the conditioned.
Well, there is a third way, actually. There is also the approach through paradox,
through the forcible juxtaposition of contradictory terms, as when you speak of
‘dazzling darkness’. Such contradictions give at least some people some hint of what
reality is like. The Buddhist Perfection of Wisdom texts operate through conceptual
paradoxes in this way, as well as using the negative approach.
from Mahāyāna Myths and Stories pp.328–9

Confession – and the oppressions of existence
“We have seen that in his second confession Ruciraketu confesses to committing the
ten unskilful acts – three of body, four of speech, and three of mind. The third and last
confession adds a new element: the confession of evil heaped up through various
oppressions.
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In the oppression of existence (or) through foolish thought, whatever severe evil I
have done, in the presence of the Buddha, I confess all this evil. And I confess
that evil which has been heaped up by me in the oppression of birth, by the
various oppressions of activity due to passion, in the oppression of existence, in
the oppression of the world, in the oppression of the fleeting mind, in the
oppression of impurities caused by the foolish and stupid, and in the oppression
of the arrival of evil friends, in the oppression of fear, in the oppression of
passion, in the oppression of hatred and in the oppression of folly and darkness,
in the oppression of the opportunity, in the oppression of time, in the oppression
of gaining merits, standing in (my) oppression before the Buddha, I confess all
this evil.
The word translated as ‘oppression’ is the Sanskrit saṃkaṭa, for which the dictionary
gives the following definitions: ‘brought together, contracted, closed, narrow, strait,
crowded together, dense, impervious, impassable, crowded with, full of; a strait,
difficulty, critical condition, danger to or from’. That gives one quite a good idea of
what saṃkaṭa means, and makes it clear that this term ‘oppression’, though not bad, is
not a fully adequate translation by any means.
The saṃkaṭas are those factors by which one is surrounded, which crowd in upon one,
which oppress one, which squeeze and limit one. This suggests that there are all sorts
of unskilful acts that one performs, as it were, under duress. Our unskilful acts are not
those of a free untrammelled will. If only conditions had been a bit more favourable,
we might not have done them at all. There are so many factors in existence which
oppress us, making it more likely that we will do something unskilful, and more
difficult for us to act skilfully. Circumstances are so often against us. Our
surroundings tend almost to compel us to do what is unskilful. Not that that is really
any excuse, ultimately, because it is due to our weakness that we feel the oppression as
oppression. But once again we come back to the point that people are not deliberately
wicked; it’s more that they are weak and give in to pressure. The list of oppressions is
a long one: existence, birth, bodily activity, the world, the fleeting mind, impurities
caused by the foolish, the arrival of evil friends, fear, passion, hatred, folly and
darkness, the opportunity, time, gaining merits. The sūtra confesses evil committed
under the oppression of all these things. So clearly they are not factors that we
occasionally encounter and have to resist; they are things that surround us and almost
crush us all the time. It’s not as though they are just there but don’t bother us; they are
all around us, hemming us in, breaking in upon us, weighing upon us, and restricting
our movements. They are a constant chronic danger, and if we are not conscious of the
fact it is because we go along with them to such an extent that there is nothing in us to
be oppressed. […]
This list draws attention to the fact that there are all sorts of unskilful factors in
existence which are always pressing in on us, and from which it is very difficult for us
to escape, because we are experiencing them all the time. They never let up. It’s as
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though there is some force at work in the world almost compelling us to do unskilful
things against our better judgement and our own wishes. If we are surrounded by
these things, sooner or later they are going to have some definite effect. It is not that
they give rise to unskilfulness in some mysterious, indirect way. If we are constantly
surrounded by evil friends, sooner or later they will have some influence on us. The
list is of course selective; all unskilful or unhelpful factors are of this nature.
This is not to suggest that the individual is absolved from responsibility for his
behaviour. In confessing the evil you have committed, you accept responsibility for it.
It may be understandable when you fail to stand up to the oppressions, but it is your
responsibility to stand up to them. If something is not your fault, why should you
confess it? There would be no point. The fact that you confess means that you accept
responsibility, even though you were strongly tempted. To make a technical
distinction, one could say that these oppressions are the occasion of unskilful actions,
but not their cause. You are their cause, and therefore the responsibility is yours.
Perhaps you are very strongly tempted, but you still have the capacity to resist. As
you become integrated, you don’t exactly feel less oppressed, but you feel less pulled
around by the oppressions. If you are unintegrated, you are split and divided. When
part of you wants to meditate, another part of you doesn’t, so if there is any external
pressure not to meditate, that can work on you quite easily through the part of you
that doesn’t want to do it anyway. If you are split, the part of you that is in sympathy
with the oppression is vulnerable to its influence. […]
One could say that it is through having to deal with the oppressions that one becomes
strong, but I think there is a point beyond which that doesn’t work any more. If you
lift weights in the gym, that can certainly strengthen you, but if you are elderly and
weak, they may put so much strain on your heart that you drop down dead. It’s much
the same psychologically. Having to put up with a certain amount is strengthening,
but there’s a limit to what you can sustain.
From this it follows that you must know how much you are able to bear, and if a
situation is insupportable, you just have to withdraw from it, if at all possible. For
instance, you might be living with someone with a terrible temper. You might be able
to handle that for a while, but suppose another person with the same kind of
temperament came to live with you as well. You might have to admit that you just
couldn’t bear to live with two people of that sort – they would just depress you, which
wouldn’t help you or anybody else. It is better to get out than to go under. We
shouldn’t be ashamed to admit that our resources are limited. Yes, we need to be
strong, but we have to weigh up our own strength and decide what we can reasonably
expect from ourselves. Usually we can manage more than we think we can, but we
also have to be realistic and not destroy ourselves through false ideas about what we
ought to be able to put up with. This is not to say, I should add, that we should
necessarily accept our limitations and weaknesses. Sometimes there are certain parts
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of oneself that shouldn’t be indulged or protected.
To sum up, oppression involves some external factor – whether social or psychological
– that exerts pressure on us to be unskilful. We need not start feeling sorry for
ourselves, but we should recognize quite realistically that by the very fact of living in
the world we are up against it. All too often the world, far from co-operating with us
in our efforts to be more skilful, almost pushes us in the other direction.
from Mahāyāna Myths and Stories pp.319–25

Building a Buddha-land
Should we devote ourselves to our own emancipation or to helping others? This
question is crucial to the spiritual life. In the context of Buddhism it amounts to asking
whether we should follow the arhant ideal or the bodhisattva ideal – envisaging these
two ideals in their extreme, even mutually exclusive, forms.
In its extreme form, the arhant ideal is to gain emancipation for oneself alone without
bothering too much about other people. The bodhisattva ideal, on the contrary, is to
help others to become free without bothering too much about oneself. But the two
ideals are not as contradictory as they may seem. Indeed, they cannot really be
separated. You cannot really help yourself without helping others, and you cannot
really help others without helping yourself.
We are social beings. (I won’t say ‘essentially social beings’ as this could be
misunderstood to suggest that we have to have a ‘social life’.) It is impossible to cut
yourself off from other people for any length of time, even though you may cut
yourself off from physical contact with them. You influence them; they influence you.
If you develop emotional positivity, imagination, and insight within yourself, that has
its effect on others; and if you work for others, give to others, sacrifice yourself for
them, that has its effect on you.
So we cannot really separate helping ourselves from helping others, certainly not in
the spiritual sphere. The arhant ideal and the bodhisattva ideal are inseparable.
Carried to their logical conclusion, each includes the other. The bodhisattvas build the
Buddha-land because they have no alternative. If you want to evolve spiritually, you
have to evolve in free association with others. Blake says: ‘Mutual forgiveness of each
vice: Such are the gates of paradise.’ Similarly – though less poetically – we could say:
‘Mutual helpfulness in leading the spiritual life: such is the foundation of the Buddhaland.’
And what do the bodhisattvas use to build the Buddha-land? The Buddha himself
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answers this question in his reply to Ratnākara: ‘A buddha-field of bodhisattvas is a
field of living beings.’ In other words, a Buddha-land is built with living beings – that
is, with living beings who want to evolve. As Hakuin says in his ‘Song of Meditation’:
‘Outside living beings, no Buddhas.’ No living beings, no Buddha-land. In short, if
you want to build a Buddha-land, you need people. In a sense, in fact, people are all
that you need. It doesn’t matter if you don’t have buildings or money. If you have got
people, you have got everything. And if you haven’t got people, you haven’t got
anything.
This is true not only in building the Buddha-land, but at all levels of the spiritual life.
If you want to have a spiritual community or a spiritual movement, you need people.
If you want to hold a retreat or give a talk on Buddhism, you need people. It is not
enough to have the facilities, not enough to have the teacher or the speaker. You need
people – people who want to become true individuals, people who want to evolve.
At the same time, we should not take this metaphor too literally. The bodhisattva is
not a sort of spiritual bricklayer, fitting people neatly into place with the aid of a bit of
compassion for cement. People are not passive; people are not inert; people are not
things. A bodhisattva can build the Buddha-land with people only with their cooperation – and co-operation means communication. So there is no question of the
bodhisattvas literally building the Buddha-land with other people. In helping to build
the Buddha-land, the ‘other people’ are themselves aspiring bodhisattvas – so the
bodhisattvas really build the Buddha- land with themselves.
As to how the bodhisattvas build the Buddha-land, the Buddha answers this question
too, when he says that a bodhisattva’s Buddha-field is a eld of positive thought, a field
of high resolve, a field of virtuous application, a field of the six perfections, a field of
the four immeasurables (friendliness, compassion, joy, and equanimity), a field of the
ten precepts, and so on. Bodhisattvas build a Buddha-field to the extent that they
develop themselves spiritually, to the extent that they practise the Dharma for the
benefit of all. They purify a Buddha-field to the extent that they purify their own
minds. Notice that the Buddha speaks of a bodhisattva here. This reminds us that the
Dharma is to be practised by each of us individually, even though we practise in
spiritual fellowship with others who are also practising. The Buddha-land is built by
the bodhisattvas’ united but individual practice of the Dharma.
We have seen that the Buddha-land is the ideal environment – envisaged on a cosmic
scale – for the leading of the spiritual life. It is built by the united spiritual efforts of
the bodhisattvas, and they build it because, if they want to be bodhisattvas at all, they
have no choice. The spiritual development of one of them involves the spiritual
development of all, and vice versa. The bodhisattvas build the Buddha-land with their
own lives and by means of their individual practice of the Dharma within a context of
spiritual fellowship.
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But in a way this doesn’t help us very much. It only leads to an even bigger question:
what has all this to do with us? All the magic and splendour, all the deep
metaphysical ideas, all the colour of this Mahāyāna sūtra: what has it to do with us?
What have we to do with building the Buddha-land? A Buddha-land is, after all,
something we can hardly imagine. It is built mainly by advanced bodhisattvas, beings
we can hardly imagine, by means of a practice of the Dharma we can hardly imagine.
So what has it all got to do with us?
To answer this question we have to come right down to earth. Or rather, we have only
to come some way down to earth, because the question may be addressed, at least
indirectly, by considering a field of human activity which, we may say, mediates
between the world of higher spiritual values and mundane, everyday existence. This
is the field of art and creativity…
from Mahāyāna Myths and Stories pp.472–4

The Transcendental Critique of Religion
As Vimalakīrti’s ‘transcendental critique’ serves to remind us, the Hīnayāna is a
means to an end. The Mahāyāna is a means to an end. Buddhism is a means to an end.
Religion is a means to an end. And that end is the spiritual development of the
individual.
This critique has always been part of Buddhism. The Buddha said ‘I teach the Dharma
under the figure of a raft.’ In other words, just as a raft is useful for getting you across
the water, but you wouldn’t carry it with you once you had reached dry land, so the
Buddha’s teaching is useful for carrying us across the waters of saṃsāra, but we will
have no need for it when we have reached the other shore of Enlightenment. This sort
of emphasis is particularly strong in the Mahāyāna, and strongest of all, perhaps, in
Zen. You get Japanese and Chinese pictures of the Sixth Patriarch tearing up the
Diamond Sūtra. There is the story of the travelling monk who needed fuel because he
was cold, and chopped up the wooden Buddha images in the temple at which he was
staying. And there is the master who famously said to his disciple ‘If you meet the
Buddha on the road, kill him!’
These are all rather extreme, rather bizarre ways of underlining the same message:
that Buddhism is only a means to an end. It is because Buddhism has always been
aware of the difference between means and ends that down the centuries it has
remained spiritually alive. For the same reason, it has not on the whole been dogmatic
or intolerant. It has never persecuted the followers of other religions, and the followers
of one form of Buddhism have rarely persecuted the followers of another.
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Other religions, it must frankly be said, are not really on a par with Buddhism in this
respect. They do not always help the individual to become free. They do not really see
themselves as a means to an end in the way that Buddhism does. The theistic religions
are especially hampered in this respect. They have no critique of religion, whether
transcendental or otherwise; they have no self-critique. It is therefore necessary that
we apply the Buddhist critique to them, that we get Vimalakīrti to come along. And
when we do this, we find only too often that other religions are not in fact means to
the development of the individual at all. The critique perforce turns into a criticism.
Some people think that one should not criticize religions other than one’s own, or even
that one should not criticize religion at all. But such criticism is essential in revealing
obstacles to one’s development as an individual. It is only by means of a critique that
we can ensure that the means to the development of the individual remains a means
and does not harden into an end in itself.
We should therefore apply this critique, even this criticism, to everything that presents
itself to us as religion. We should apply it to Christianity, apply it to Buddhism, apply
it to the Hīnayāna, apply it to the Mahāyāna, apply it to the Vajrayāna. It is perhaps
impressive that the Vimalakīrti-nirdeśa, a Mahāyāna text, shows up the imperfections of
bodhisattvas[…]
We need, of course, to make sure that we apply our critique appropriately; sometimes
it is more appropriate to express appreciation. A guiding principle might be to apply
the critique first and foremost to oneself. If we all applied this transcendental critique
to our own spiritual practice, there would hardly be any need for a transcendental
critique of religion in general, or of our own religion in particular. We must be careful
not to knock away the very ladder by which we are climbing – not, at least, until we
are ready to do without it. We need to apply the critique to whatever practices we
undertake – whether it is meditation or devotional practice, reading books or
attending lectures, living in a community or working in a Right Livelihood business.
We need to stay alive to the crucial question: is it helping me to develop? We should
never allow any of these things to become ends in themselves; they are all means to an
end. If we can remember this, we ourselves will be living embodiments of the reality
of religion, and at the same time living embodiments of the transcendental critique of
religion. Religion will then help us to become free. And then perhaps we will have at
least a foretaste of the inconceivable emancipation.
from Mahāyāna Myths and Stories pp.514–6
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